(1) B» = T,( . )Bi (n^l,B0=l) for the number of partitions on a finite set with n elements is well known (cf. Rota [4] ). We obtain equation (2) which generalizes (1) and which yields a derivation of the Möbius function for partition lattices different from those in [2] , [3] and [5] . Let S be a finite nonempty set. Two partitions a and it of 5 satisfy a^ir if every block of <r is contained in a block of w. ^ is a partial ordering of the collection L(S) of partitions of S and (L(S), i£) is a lattice (cf. Birkhoff (2) H(n) = £ (n ~ 1N) h(j + l)H(n -1-j).
Proof. Assume now that finite nonempty 5 has n elements. First we show that if C is a nonempty subset of S, then ^cec^ns)
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Because 5 is nonempty we may pick a £ S. Define/ : L (S) -*P(S -{a} ) (the power set of S-{a}) by/(<r) =<ra-{a}, cr(EL(S), where <ra is the block of cr containing a. For DE P(S-\a))tKD) = \aEL(S)\D\j{a} £«r}.
As/ partitions L(S),
= E E E *w ;=0 X>ei>OS-(al);|Z)|=j' DU la)e.r6L(S)
= 2 E Ä(|z)w{fl}|). i.e., that/¿"= -(» -l)/i"_i for w^2. From/xi = l the corollary follows.
